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We thank the anonymous referee and Benjamin Stocker, for providing reports 1 

for the revised version of the manuscript. We greatly appreciate the valuable 2 

comments from Benjamin Stocker on both the revised version and an earlier 3 

version of the manuscript.  4 

In the following, please find our point by point response to the comments in the 5 

report.  6 

• Reviewer’s comments are in bold 7 

• Modifications done in the revised manuscript are in blue  8 

• All line numbers refer to the revised manuscript version  9 

 10 

The authors carefully addressed or responded to the comments I had raised on the 11 

initial submission. The manuscript is now clearer and the work is better motivated 12 

in the context of previous work that has been done on global dynamic peatland 13 

modelling.  14 

Please consider my comments on specific points raised before and the author's 15 

response below. I rated "scientific reproducibility" as "fair" due to the argument 16 

made below under 'Q1'.  17 

 18 

Q1: I can see practical reasons that it’s often very challenging to separate model 19 

parts so that they can be run as a stand-alone. The authors argue that there is a 20 

feedback between hydrology and peatland development that is subject to the 21 

processes in the non-peatland part of the model. I am suggesting to ignore this and 22 

prescribe soil moisture or whatever is required. The point is that the relevant model 23 

parts can be run in a demo setup, not actually reproducing the results presented 24 

here exactly. Plug and play. 25 

In the current manuscript, we provided a link to download freely the code and since our 26 

ORCHIDEE model is organized by modules themselves split into subroutines, any scientist 27 

interested is able to run all the subroutines separately. “Prescribe soil moisture” is hiding 28 

the dependence of soil moisture upon non traceable model equations as there is no direct 29 

observation of soil moisture / water table depth. Further, there is a feedback that if peatland 30 

expand and occupy more space, other PFTs will have to be reduced, which is a process 31 

that can only be accounted for by coupling peat with the rest of the equations of a land 32 

surface model. Since our submitted manuscript is more focus on reproducing peat 33 

dynamics including all the different drivers, we are afraid that adding a “plug play” section 34 

might dilute our main message. 35 

Q2: Would be worth mentioning how permafrost is dealt with also in the manuscript? 36 

Appreciate the inclusion of the evaluation of inundation timing. 37 

We add the below sentence on Line112: “ORCHIDEE-MICT is an updated version of the 38 

ORCHIDEE land surface model with an improved and evaluated representation of high-39 

latitude processes. Soil water freezing and melting, and subsequent changes in thermal 40 

and hydrological properties, as well as latent heat release and consumption involved in the 41 

freeze - thaw processes are all simulated by this model (Guimberteau et al., 2018). The 42 

model simulates a more rapid thermal signal propagation, and a reduction in soil water 43 
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infiltration and movement in a frozen soil (Gouttevin et al., 2012). The model calculates the 44 

active layer thickness (ALT) from simulated soil temperatures and adjusts root distribution 45 

and soil carbon inputs relative to the ALT to represent impacts of permafrost physics on 46 

plant water availability and soil carbon profiles. It is worth mentioning that the model 47 

resolves one energy budget for all soil tiles in one gridcell, but soil thermal properties of a 48 

specific grid cell is defined as the weighted average of mineral soil and pure organic soil in 49 

that grid, with C content of the grid cell derived from the soil organic C map from NCSCD 50 

(Hugelius et al., 2013) for permafrost regions and from HWSD (FAO et al., 2012) for non-51 

permafrost regions (Guimberteau et al., 2018). This makes it possible to include the 52 

impacts of peat carbon on the gridcell soil thermics.”  53 

Q3: Interesting added text on the isostatic rebound effect and the formation of the 54 

Hudson Bay Lowland peatland complex. The essential mechanism of the “sponge-55 

feedback” is that, on peatlands, less water is diverted into runoff, raises the water 56 

table, and adds to subsequent inundation. Is it spelled out explicitly in the 57 

manuscript, that this effect is accounted for by the model? 58 

We add sentences on Line137 to spell it out: “The large porosity (0.9 m3 m−3) and the large 59 

saturated water conductivity (2120 mm d−1) of the peatland HSU, as well as the addition of 60 

an above-surface water reservoir reduce runoff and increase soil water storage and 61 

retention (Qiu et al., 2018). Therefore, the occurrence and expansion of peatland increase 62 

the grid cell mean water table and enhance inundation.” 63 

Q4: Ok, added text explaining the necessity and effect of the empirical depth scaling 64 

addresses my comment. 65 

Q5: This is interesting, that the simulation with fixed peatland extent did no yield 66 

faster accumulation. But as authors explain, this may be due to the redistribution of 67 

runoff water within the gridcell and C transferred from the mineral soil to the 68 

peatland fraction. It sounds like this is a model-specific issue then and cannot easily 69 

be resolved in this paper. Therefore, I agree with how it’s dealt with in the revised 70 

manuscript. 71 

Thank you. 72 

Q6: I would recommend stating it in the manuscript as clearly as given in the 73 

response to the editor that “we can’t compare simulated peat C profile against dated 74 

peat cores because our model doesn’t track age bins explicitly.” The statement now 75 

given in the manuscript (“more peat core data collected with more rigorous 76 

sampling methodologies”) does not reflect this limitation of the model evaluation. I 77 

would find it helpful if this limitation was spelled out in order to motivate future 78 

research in this direction. 79 

We rephrase the sentences in the manuscript as: “In addition, we can’t compare 80 

simulated peat C profile against observed profile from dated peat cores because the 81 

model doesn’t track age bins explicitly.” 82 

Q9: I do not agree with the statement now made in the manuscript: “The model 83 

therefore aims to simulate average peat depth and C profile in a grid location rather 84 

than capturing peat inception time and age-depth profiles of peat cores.” The timing 85 

of inception and C accumulation history (yielding the age-depth profile) are essential 86 

for simulating the C cycle effect of peatlands. That’s what the model will be used for 87 
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and is used for here (Holocene simulations). 88 

We realized that our statement was indeed misleading we rephrase on line760: “The model 89 

therefore aims to simulate large-scale average peat depth and C profile rather than 90 

capturing local peat inception time and age-depth profiles at the location of specific peat 91 

cores. Tracers like 14C are not included in the model, making some site to site evaluation 92 

in particular regarding peat inception time and age-depth profiles of peat cores difficult.”.  93 

Q10: The reason I made this point is to motivate a revision of the manuscript text, 94 

so that readers will better understand the model.  95 

We improve the manuscript text on Line193 as: “ We first calculate the empirical carbon 96 

content at each model layer (𝐶𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑙) according to measured data from 102 peat cores from 97 

73 sites (Lewis et al., 2012; Loisel et al., 2014; McCarter and Price, 2013; Price et al., 2005; 98 

Tfaily et al., 2014; Turunen et al., 2001; Zaccone et al., 2011). 𝐶𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑙 is calculated as:  99 

𝐶𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑙 = 𝐵𝐷𝑙 × 𝛼𝑐,𝑙 × ∆𝑍𝑙          ,                                           (3) 100 

where 𝐵𝐷𝑙 (kg m−3) is the soil bulk density at model layer l, which is the median observed 101 

bulk density after compiling all bulk density measurements into model depth bins (Fig. S1a). 102 

𝛼𝑐,𝑙  is the mass fraction of carbon in the soil (% weight) for the layer, derived from a 103 

regression of measured carbon fraction on measured bulk density from 39 cores from 29 104 

sites (Fig. S1b). ∆𝑍𝑙 (m) is the thickness of the layer. We then model the vertical downward 105 

movement of C between soil layers to mimic the aggradation of carbon in the peat…… ” 106 

Q11: I was not advocating a more direct comparison to inundation simulated by 107 

Stocker et al., (2014), but rather that a statement is made for why the improvements 108 

in the simulated inundation is achieved. Btw, it’s not correct that “ST14 used gridcell 109 

average soil parameters in soil hydrology.” 110 

We add the most possible reason why the improvements in the simulated inundation is 111 

achieved on Line142: “In ORCHIDEE-PEAT, the hydrology of peatland is resolved by a 11-112 

layer physically-based diffusion scheme (Qiu et al., 2018). Compared to the 2-layer bucket 113 

approach, this multi-layer diffusion scheme allowed a more realistic representation of 114 

surface water fluxes and showed better performance at simulating soil water storage and 115 

soil water storage variations (Guimberteau et al., 2014; De Rosnay et al., 2002).” 116 

Sorry for the mistake. We misunderstood your comments on the initial submission, you 117 

said in Q3 that “I solved this by having (gridcell average) soil parameters that 118 

determine the soil hydrology depending on the internally simulated peatland area 119 

fraction, rather than using externally prescribed parameters from soil maps.”. We 120 

thought that mineral soil and peatland in the same one grid cell of DYPTOP used a same 121 

set of parameters while these parameters are dynamically modified according to the 122 

peatland area fraction. Fortunately, this mistake was not included in the manuscript but 123 

only in our response to the comments.  124 

 125 

 126 

  127 
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Abstract 147 

The importance of northern peatlands in the global carbon cycle has been recognized, 148 

especially for long-term changes. Yet, the complex interactions between climate and 149 

peatland hydrology, carbon storage and area dynamics make it challenging to represent 150 

these systems in land surface models. This study describes how peatland are included 151 

as an independent sub-grid hydrological soil unit (HSU) into the ORCHIDEE-MICT 152 

land surface model. The peatland soil column in this tile is characterized by multi-153 

layered vertical water and carbon transport, and peat-specific hydrological properties. 154 

The cost-efficient version of TOPMODEL and the scheme of peatland initiation and 155 

development from the DYPTOP model, are implemented and adjusted, to simulate 156 

spatial and temporal dynamics of peatland. The model is tested across a range of 157 

northern peatland sites and for gridded simulations over the Northern Hemisphere 158 

(>30 °N). Simulated northern peatland area (3.9 million km2), peat carbon stock (463 159 

PgC) and peat depth are generally consistent with observed estimates of peatland area 160 

(3.4 – 4.0 million km2), peat carbon (270 – 540 PgC) and data compilations of peat core 161 

depths. Our results show that both net primary production (NPP) and heterotrophic 162 
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respiration (HR) of northern peatlands increased over the past century in response to 163 

CO2 and climate change. NPP increased more rapidly than HR, and thus net ecosystem 164 

production (NEP) exhibited a positive trend, contributing a cumulative carbon storage 165 

of 11.13 Pg C since 1901, most of it being realized after the 1950s. 166 

 167 

1. Introduction 168 

Northern peatlands carbon (C) stock is estimated between 270 and 540 PgC across an 169 

area of 3.4 – 4 million km2 (Gorham, 1991; Turunen et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2010), 170 

amounting to approximately one-fourth of the global soil C pool (2000 – 2700 PgC) 171 

and one-half of the current atmospheric C pool (828 PgC) (Ciais et al., 2013; Jackson 172 

et al., 2017). Due to water-logged, acidic and low-temperature conditions, plant litter 173 

production exceeds decomposition in northern peatlands. More than half of northern 174 

peat carbon was accumulated before 7000 years ago during the Holocene (Yu, 2012). 175 

While being one of the most effective ecosystems at sequestering CO2 from the 176 

atmosphere over the long-term, northern peatlands are one of the largest natural sources 177 

of methane (CH4), playing a pivotal role in the global greenhouse gas balance 178 

(MacDonald et al., 2006; Mikaloff Fletcher et al., 2004; Smith, 2004).  179 

The carbon balance of peatlands is sensitive to climate variability and climate change 180 

(Chu et al., 2015; Lund et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2003a). Projected climate warming and 181 

precipitation changes press us to understand the mechanisms of peat growth and 182 

stability, and further to assess the fate of the substantial amount of carbon stored in 183 

peatlands and its potential feedbacks on the climate. Several Land Surface Models 184 

(LSMs) have included representations of the biogeochemical and physical processes of 185 

peatlands to simulate the observed past extent and carbon balance of peatlands and 186 

predict their responses to future climate change (Chaudhary et al., 2017a, 2017b; 187 

Frolking et al., 2010; Kleinen et al., 2012; Spahni et al., 2013; Stocker et al., 2014; 188 

Wania et al., 2009a, 2009b; Wu et al., 2016). Water table is one of the most important 189 

factors controlling the accumulation of peat, because it limits oxygen supply to the 190 

saturated zone and reduces decomposition rates of buried organic matter (Kleinen et al., 191 

2012; Spahni et al., 2013). It is highlighted by observed and experimental findings, that 192 
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variations in ecosystem respiration (ER) depend on water table depth (Aurela et al., 193 

2007; Flanagan and Syed, 2011). However, some studies showed that changes in soil 194 

water content could be very small while the water table was lowering, the drawdown 195 

of the water table caused only small changes in soil air-filled porosity and hence exerted 196 

no significant effect on ER (Lafleur et al., 2005; Parmentier et al., 2009; Sulman et al., 197 

2009). Therefore, while studying the interactions between peatland water and carbon 198 

balances, the dynamics of soil moisture deserves special attention. 199 

The two-layered (acrotelm-catotelm) conceptual framework was chosen by many 200 

Earth System Models (ESMs) to describe peatland structures. The peat profile was 201 

divided into an upper layer with a fluctuating water table (acrotelm) and a lower, 202 

permanently saturated layer (catotelm) – using depth in relation to a drought water table 203 

or a constant value (a widely used depth is 0.3 m below the soil surface) as the discrete 204 

boundary of these two layers (Kleinen et al., 2012; Spahni et al., 2013; Wania et al., 205 

2009a). This diplotelmic model assumes that all threshold changes in peatland soil 206 

ecological, hydrological and biogeochemical processes occur at the same depth, 207 

causing the lack of generality and flexibility in the model, and thus possibly hindering 208 

the representation of the horizontal and vertical heterogeneity of peatlands (Fan et al., 209 

2014; Morris et al., 2011).  210 

To our knowledge, only two models attempted to simulate peatland area dynamics 211 

for large-scale gridded applications (Kleinen et al., 2012; Stocker et al., 2014). Kleinen 212 

et al. (2012) modelled wetland extent and peat accumulation in boreal and arctic 213 

peatlands over the past 8000 years using the LPJ model. In their study, simulated 214 

summer mean, maximum and minimum wetland extent by TOPMODEL are used as 215 

surrogates for peatland area, from the assumption that peatland will only initiate and 216 

grow in frequently inundated areas. Stocker et al. (2014) extended the scope of Kleinen 217 

et al. (2012) in the DYPTOP model. In their model, soil water storage and retention 218 

were enhanced and runoff was reduced by accounting for peatland-specific hydraulic 219 

properties. A positive feedback on the local water balance and on peatland expansion 220 

was therefore exerted by peatland water table and peatland area fraction within a grid 221 

cell. Areas that are suitable for peatland development were distinguished from wetland 222 
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extent according to temporal persistency of inundation, water balance and peatland C 223 

balance. While both studies made pioneering progresses in the modelling of peatland 224 

ecosystems, they adopted a simple bucket approach to model peatland hydrology and 225 

peatland C accumulation, and neither of them resolved the diel cycle of surface energy 226 

budget. 227 

To tackle these above-mentioned discrepancies and estimate the C dynamic as well 228 

as the peat area, we used the ORCHIDEE-MICT land surface model incorporating 229 

peatland as a sub-grid hydrological soil unit (HSU). The vertical water fluxes and 230 

dynamic carbon profiles in peatlands are simulated with a multi-layer scheme instead 231 

of a bucket model or a diplotelmic model (Sect. 2.1). Peatlands extent are modelled 232 

following the approach of DYPTOP (Stocker et al., 2014) but with some adaptions and 233 

improvements (Sect. 2.2). The aim of this study is to model the spatial extent of northern 234 

peatlands since the Holocene and to reproduce peat carbon accumulation over the 235 

Holocene.  236 

2. Model description 237 

ORCHIDEE-MICT is an updated version of the ORCHIDEE land surface model with 238 

an improved and evaluated representation of high-latitude processes. Soil water 239 

freezing and melting, and subsequent changes in thermal and hydrological properties, 240 

as well as latent heat release and consumption involved in the freeze - thaw processes 241 

are all simulated by this model (Guimberteau et al., 2018). The model simulates a more 242 

rapid thermal signal propagation, and a reduction in soil water infiltration and 243 

movement in a frozen soil (Gouttevin et al., 2012). The model calculates the active layer 244 

thickness (ALT) from simulated soil temperatures and adjusts root distribution and soil 245 

carbon inputs relative to the ALT to represent impacts of permafrost physics on plant 246 

water availability and soil carbon profiles. It is worth mentioning that the model 247 

resolves one energy budget for all soil tiles in one gridcell, but soil thermal properties 248 

of a specific grid cell is defined as the weighted average of mineral soil and pure organic 249 

soil in that grid, with C content of the grid cell derived from the soil organic C map 250 

from NCSCD (Hugelius et al., 2013) for permafrost regions and from HWSD (FAO et 251 

al., 2012) for non-permafrost regions (Guimberteau et al., 2018). This makes it possible 252 
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to include the impacts of peat carbon on the gridcell soil thermics. 253 

Based on ORCHIDEE-MICT, ORCHIDEE-PEAT is specifically developed to 254 

dynamically simulate northern peatland extent and peat accumulation. ORCHIDEE-255 

PEAT version 1 was evaluated and calibrated against eddy-covariance measurements 256 

of CO2 and energy fluxes, water table depth, as well as soil temperature from 30 257 

northern peatland sites (Qiu et al., 2018). Parameterizations of peatland vegetation and 258 

water dynamics are unchanged from ORCHIDEE-PEAT version 1: Vegetations 259 

growing in peatlands are represented by one C3 grass plant functional type (PFT) with 260 

shallow roots (see dedicated section 2.2.1 of Qiu et al. (2018) for additional discussion 261 

on peatland PFT); Surface runoff of non-peatland areas in the grid cell is routed into 262 

peatland; Vertical water fluxes in peatland HSU is modelled with peat-specific 263 

hydraulics (Text S1 in the Supplement). The large porosity (0.9 m3 m−3) and the large 264 

saturated water conductivity (2120 mm d−1) of the peatland HSU, as well as the addition 265 

of an above-surface water reservoir reduce runoff and increase soil water storage and 266 

retention (Qiu et al., 2018). Therefore, the occurrence and expansion of peatland 267 

increase the grid cell mean water table and enhance inundation.  268 

In ORCHIDEE-PEAT, the hydrology of peatland is resolved by a 11-layer 269 

physically-based diffusion scheme (Qiu et al., 2018). Compared to the 2-layer bucket 270 

approach, this multi-layer diffusion scheme allowed a more realistic representation of 271 

surface water fluxes and showed better performance at simulating soil water storage 272 

and soil water storage variations (Guimberteau et al., 2014; De Rosnay et al., 2002). 273 

Here, we improve peatland C dynamics by replacing the diplotelmic peatland C model 274 

in ORCHIDEE-PEAT version 1 with a multi-layered one. The 32-layered thermal and 275 

C models in the standard ORCHIDEE-MICT is used to simulate peatland C 276 

accumulation and decomposition (Sect. 2.1). With fine resolution in the soil surface (10 277 

layers for the top 1m), this 32-layer model better represents the effects of soil 278 

temperature, soil freezing, and soil moisture on carbon decomposition continuously 279 

within the peat profile than a diplotelmic model. Furthermore, the approach proposed 280 

by Stocker et al. (2014) is incorporated into the model to simulate dynamics of peatland 281 

area (Sect. 2.2). This model simulating the dynamics of peatland extent and the vertical 282 

删除了: Phase changes of soil water (freeze/thaw), three-283 

layered snowpack and its insulating effects on soil 284 

temperature in winter, permafrost physics and its impacts on 285 

plant water availability and soil carbon profiles are all 286 

represented in this model (Guimberteau et al., 2018). 287 
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buildup of peat is hereinafter referred to as ORCHIDEE-PEAT v2.0.  288 

2.1 Modeling peat accumulation and decomposition 289 

The model has two litter C pools (metabolic and structural) and three soil C pools 290 

(active, slow and passive); all pools are vertically discretized into 32 layers, with 291 

exponentially coarser vertical resolution as depth increases and a total depth of 38 m. 292 

Decomposition of the C in each pool and the C fluxes between the pools are calculated 293 

at each layer, with each pool having a distinct residence time. A detailed description of 294 

the litter and soil C pools and carbon flows between them can be found in the 295 

Supplement Text S2.  296 

2.1.1 Peat carbon decomposition 297 

Decomposition of peat soil C is calculated at each layer, controlled by base 298 

decomposition rates of different pools modified by soil temperature, moisture and depth: 299 

𝑘𝑖,𝑙 = 𝑘0,𝑖 × 𝑓𝑇,𝑙 × 𝑓𝑀,𝑙 × 𝑓𝑍,𝑙  ,                                        (1) 300 

where 𝑘𝑖,𝑙  is the decomposition rate of the pool i at layer l, 𝑘0,𝑖  is the base 301 

decomposition rate of pool i, 𝑓𝑇,𝑙 is the temperature modifier at layer l, 𝑓𝑀,𝑙 is the 302 

moisture modifier, 𝑓𝑍,𝑙 is a depth modifier that further reduces decomposition at depth. 303 

For unfrozen soils, the temperature modifier is an exponential function of soil 304 

temperature, while below 0℃ when liquid water enabling decomposition disappears, 305 

respiration linearly drops to zero at −1℃  (Koven et al., 2011). The soil moisture 306 

modifier is prescribed from the meta-analysis of soil volumetric water content (m3m−3) 307 

- respiration relationship for organic soils conducted by Moyano et al. (2012). See 308 

Supplement Text S3 for a more detailed description of the temperature and moisture 309 

modifier.   310 

Following Koven et al. (2013), we implement a depth modifier (𝑓𝑍,𝑙) to represent 311 

unresolved depth controls (i.e. priming effects, sorption of organic molecules to mineral  312 

surfaces) on C decomposition. This depth modifier decreases exponentially with depth: 313 

𝑓𝑍,𝑙 = exp (−
𝑧𝑙

𝑧0
 )   ,                                                                                                                (2) 314 

where 𝑧𝑙  (m) is the depth of the layer l, 𝑧0  (m) is the e-folding depth of base 315 

decomposition rate. 316 

删除了: It is worth mentioning that Guimberteau et al. (2018) 317 

defined soil thermal properties of a specific grid cell as the 318 

weighted average of mineral soil and pure organic soil in that 319 

grid, with C content of the grid cell derived from the soil 320 

organic C map from NCSCD (Hugelius et al., 2013) and 321 

HWSD (FAO et al., 2012). This development makes it 322 

possible to include the impacts of peat carbon on the gridcell 323 

soil thermics, and is activated in this study.324 
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2.1.2 Vertical buildup of peat  325 

Water-logging and cold temperature in northern peatland regions prevent complete 326 

decomposition of dead plant material, causing an imbalance between litter production 327 

and decay (Parish et al., 2008). The un-decomposed plant residues accumulate as peat, 328 

and consequently, the peat surface shows an upward growth. Instead of modeling this 329 

upward accumulation of peat, we simulate a downward movement of C by adapting the 330 

method that Jafarov and Schaefer (2016) used to build up a dynamic surface organic 331 

layer.  332 

We first calculate the empirical carbon content at each model layer (𝐶𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑙) according 333 

to measured data from 102 peat cores from 73 sites (Lewis et al., 2012; Loisel et al., 334 

2014; McCarter and Price, 2013; Price et al., 2005; Tfaily et al., 2014; Turunen et al., 335 

2001; Zaccone et al., 2011). 𝐶𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑙 is calculated as:  336 

𝐶𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑙 = 𝐵𝐷𝑙 × 𝛼𝑐,𝑙 × ∆𝑍𝑙 ,                                           (3) 337 

where 𝐵𝐷𝑙  (kg m−3) is the soil bulk density at model layer l, which is the median 338 

observed bulk density after compiling all bulk density measurements into model depth 339 

bins (Fig. S1a). 𝛼𝑐,𝑙 is the mass fraction of carbon in the soil (% weight) for the layer, 340 

derived from a regression of measured carbon fraction on measured bulk density from 341 

39 cores from 29 sites (Fig. S1b). ∆𝑍𝑙 (m) is the thickness of the layer.  342 

We then model the vertical downward movement of C between soil layers to mimic 343 

the aggradation of carbon in the peat as follows: If carbon in layer l (𝐶𝑙) exceeds a 344 

threshold amount (C𝑡ℎ,𝑙), a prescribed fraction (𝑓) of the carbon is moved to the layer 345 

below (l+1). Here, the carbon flux from layer l to the layer below (l+1) is calculated 346 

as: 347 

𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥𝑙→𝑙+1 = {
 0,                       𝐶𝑙 < 𝐶𝑡ℎ,𝑙

𝑓 × 𝐶𝑙              𝐶𝑙 ≥ 𝐶𝑡ℎ,𝑙
 ,                               (4) 348 

where 𝐶𝑙 (kg m−2) is the carbon content of layer l. The threshold amount of carbon 349 

of layer l (C𝑡ℎ,𝑙) is a prescribed fraction (𝑓𝑡ℎ) of the empirically determined 𝐶𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑙: 350 

𝐶𝑡ℎ,𝑙 = 𝑓𝑡ℎ × 𝐶𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑙   ,                                                 (5) 351 

The values of model parameters 𝑓 and 𝑓𝑡ℎ do not change with soil depth.  352 

Finally, the total peat depth is defined as the depth that carbon can be transferred to: 353 

删除了: From 102 peat cores from 73 sites (Lewis et al., 354 

2012; Loisel et al., 2014; McCarter and Price, 2013; Price et 355 

al., 2005; Tfaily et al., 2014; Turunen et al., 2001; Zaccone et 356 

al., 2011), we compiled bulk density (BD) measurements into 357 

depth bins which correspond to the top 17 soil layers (~8.7 m) 358 

of the model (Fig. S1a). The median observed bulk density at 359 

each depth bin is assigned to the corresponding soil layer of 360 

the model (𝐵𝐷𝑙). For deeper soil layers of the model (18th - 361 

32th), the value of the 17th soil layer is used. The fraction of C 362 

(% weight) of each soil layer (𝛼𝑐𝑙) is derived from a 363 

regression with bulk density from 39 cores from 29 sites (Fig. 364 

S1b). With these data, we calculate the empirical amount of C 365 

that each soil layer can hold: ¶366 

𝑀𝑙 = 𝐵𝐷𝑙 × 𝛼𝑐𝑙 × ∆𝑍𝑙 ,                                             367 

(3)¶368 

where 𝐵𝐷𝑙  (kg m−3) is the soil bulk density of layer l, 𝛼𝑐𝑙 369 

is the mass fraction of carbon in the soil, and ∆𝑍𝑙 (m) is the 370 

thickness of the layer. 371 
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𝐻 =
𝐶𝑘

𝐶𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑘
× ∆𝑍𝑘 + ∑ ∆𝑍𝑖

𝑘−1
𝑖=1   ,                                     (6) 372 

where k is the deepest soil layer where carbon content is greater than 0, 𝐶𝑘 (kg m−2) 373 

is the carbon content of layer k, 𝐶𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑘 (kg m−2) is empirical amount of carbon that 374 

layer k can hold, and ∆𝑍𝑘 (m) is the thickness of layer k. 375 

2.2 Simulating dynamic peatland area extent  376 

In grid-based simulations, each grid cell is characterized by fractional coverages of 377 

PFTs. The dynamic coverage of each non-peatland PFT is determined by the DGVM 378 

equations as functions of bioclimatic limitations, sapling establishment, light 379 

competition and natural plant mortality (Krinner et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2015). Here, a 380 

cost-efficient TOPMODEL from the DYPTOP model (Stocker et al., 2014) is 381 

incorporated, and calibrated for each grid cell by present-day wetland area that are 382 

regularly inundated or subject to shallow water tables, to simulate wetland extent (Sect. 383 

2.2.1). Then, the criteria for peatland expansion is adapted from DYPTOP to distinguish 384 

peatland from wetland (Sect. 2.2.2).    385 

2.2.1 The cost-efficient TOPMODEL 386 

Concepts of TOPMODEL (Beven and Kirkby, 1979) have been proven to be effective 387 

at outlining wetland areas in current state-of-the-art LSMs (Kleinen et al., 2012; 388 

Ringeval et al., 2012; Stocker et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016). Based on TOPMODEL, 389 

sub-grid-scale topography information and soil properties of a given watershed / grid 390 

cell are used to redistribute the mean water table depth to delineate the extent of sub-391 

grid area at maximum soil water content. The empirical relationship between the 392 

flooded fraction of a grid cell and the grid cell mean water table position (𝑊𝑇̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) can be 393 

established (Fig. 1a) and approximated by an asymmetric sigmoid function, which is 394 

more computationally efficient than determining water table depth for each sub-grid 395 

pixel (Stocker et al., 2014). Here, we adopted the cost-efficient TOPMODEL from 396 

Stocker et al. (2014) and calibrated TOPMODEL parameters for each grid cell to match 397 

the spatial distribution of northern wetlands (see more details in Text S4). Tootchi et al. 398 

(2019) reconciled multiple current wetland datasets and generated several high-399 

resolution composite wetland (CW) maps. The one used here (CW-WTD) was derived 400 
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by combining regularly flooded wetlands (RFW), which is obtained by overlapping 401 

three open-water and inundation datasets (ESA-CCI (Herold et al. 2015), GIEMS-D15 402 

(Fluet-Chouinard et al., 2015), and JRC (Fluet-Chouinard et al., 2015)), with areas that 403 

have shallow (WT ≤ 20cm ) water tables from groundwater modeling of Fan et al. 404 

(2013). CW-WTD wetlands are static and aim at representing the climatological 405 

maximum extent of active wetlands and inundation. We therefore compare simulated 406 

maximum monthly mean wetland extent over 1980−2015 with CW-WTD to calibrate 407 

TOPMODEL parameters. Note that lakes from the HydroLAKES database have been 408 

excluded from the CW-WTD map because of their distinct hydrology and ecology 409 

compared with wetlands (Tootchi et al., 2019).  410 

2.2.2 Peatland development criteria 411 

The criteria used to constrain peatland area development are greatly inspired by 412 

DYPTOP (Stocker et al., 2014), but with some adaptions.  413 

The initiation of peatland only depends on moisture conditions of the grid cell (Fig. 414 

1b ③ − ⑦): First, only the sub grid cell area fraction that is frequently inundated has 415 

the potential to become peatland (fpot). Stocker et al. (2014) introduced a ‘flooding 416 

persistency’ parameter (N in Eq.12, Eq.13 in Stocker et al. (2014)) for the DYPTOP 417 

model to represents the temporal frequency of inundation. N is a globally uniform 418 

parameter in DYPTOP, being set to 18 months during the preceding 31 years. However, 419 

the formation of peat is a function of local climate, and thus suitable formation 420 

conditions for peatland vary between geographic regions. To be specific, the 421 

accumulation of peat in arctic and northern latitudes is due both to high water table and 422 

to low temperature, while it is mainly a result of water-logging conditions in sub-423 

tropical and tropical latitudes (Parish et al., 2008). Therefore, it is essential to apply 424 

different values for the ‘flooding persistency’ parameter for different regions, according 425 

to local climate conditions. We re-defined the requirement of persistent flooding for 426 

peatland formation as: the area fraction that has the potential to become peatland needs 427 

to be flooded at least Num months during the preceding 30 years, with Num being the 428 

total number of growing season months (monthly air temperature > 5 °C) in 30 years 429 

(Fig. 1b ⑤). In this case, with the help of relatively low air temperature making shorter 430 
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growing seasons, arctic and boreal latitudes need shorter inundation periods than sub-431 

tropical and tropical regions to form peatland. Furthermore, as Sphagnum-dominated 432 

peatlands are sensitive to summer moisture conditions (Alexandrov et al., 2016; Gignac 433 

et al., 2000), the summer water balance of the grid cell needs to pass a specific threshold 434 

(SWB) to form peat and to achieve the potential peatland area (Fig. 1b ⑦). The summer 435 

water balance is calculated as the difference between total precipitation (P) and total 436 

potential evapotranspiration (PET) of May-September. We consider SWB as a tunable 437 

parameter in the model and run simulations with SWB = − 6 cm, 0 cm, 3 cm, and 6 cm. 438 

SWB = 6 cm is selected so that the model captures the southern frontier of peatland in 439 

Eurasia and western North America (Text S5). Note that the definition of summer (May-440 

September) and SWB are not applicable for tropical regions and the Southern 441 

Hemisphere.  442 

After the initiation, the development of peatland area is controlled by both moisture 443 

conditions of the grid cell and the long-term carbon balance of the peatland HSU (Fig. 444 

1c ⑨ − ⑰). If the climate becomes drier and the calculated potential peatland area is 445 

smaller than the current peatland area, the peatland HSU area will contract to the new 446 

potential peatland area fraction (Fig. 1c ⑫). Otherwise (Fig. 1c ⑬), the peatland has 447 

the possibility to expand when the summer water balance threshold is passed. If these 448 

above criteria are satisfied, the final decision depends on the carbon density of the 449 

peatland (𝐶𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑡): the peatland can expand only when long-term input exceeds decay 450 

and a certain amount of C (𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚) has accumulated (Fig. 1c ⑰). 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚 is defined here as 451 

long-term peatland C balance condition, it’s a product of a mean measured peat depth 452 

(1.07 m) from 40 peat cores (with peat age greater than 1.8 ka but smaller than 2.2 ka) 453 

from North American peatland (Gorham et al., 2007, 2012) and from the West Siberian 454 

lowlands (Kremenetski et al., 2003), a dry bulk density assumption of 100.0 kg m−3 and 455 

a mean C fraction of 47% in total peat (Loisel et al., 2014). Our estimation for 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚 is 456 

50.3 kg C m−2, matches well with the C density criterion (50 kg C m−2) chosen by 457 

Stocker et al. (2014) to represent typical peatland soil. 458 

The moisture conditions are evaluated every month throughout the simulation, while 459 
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𝐶𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑡 is checked only in the first month after the SubC in Spin-up1 and is checked 460 

every month in Spin-up2 and the transient simulation (see Sect. 3.2). The peatland area 461 

fraction (𝑓𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑡) is updated every month. During the simulation, the contracted area and 462 

C are allocated to an ‘old peat’ pool and are kept track of by the model. It should be 463 

noted that drainage (drought) may cause decrease of porosity and saturated moisture 464 

content of peat soils (Oleszczuk and Truba, 2013) and, changes in peatland vegetation 465 

compositions (Benavides, 2014). But the current model structure doesn’t allow us to 466 

take these potential changes in peatland into consideration. Therefore, 467 

parameterizations of the “old peat” pool is identical to mineral soils, following the study 468 

of Stocker et al. (2014). When peatland expansion happens, the peatland will first 469 

expand into this ‘old peat’ area and inherit its stored C (Stocker et al., 2014). 470 

The difference between our model and the DYPTOP model in simulating peatland 471 

area dynamics can be summarized as follows: (1) TOPMODEL calibration: 472 

TOPMODEL parameters are globally uniform in the DYPTOP model, but grid cell-473 

specific in ORCHIDEE-PEAT v2.0. (2) Criteria for peatland expansion: In the 474 

DYPTOP, the “flooding persistency” parameter is globally uniform, being 18 months 475 

in the preceding 31 years. And the ecosystem water balance is expressed as annual 476 

precipitation-over-actual-evapotranspiration (POAET). In ORCHIDEE-PEAT v2.0, the 477 

flooding persistency parameter is grid cell-specific, being the total number of growing 478 

season months in the preceding 30 years. And peatland expansion is limited only by 479 

summer water balance. The relative areal change of peatland is limited to 1% per year 480 

in DYPTOP, but not limited in our model. (3) Peatland initiation: DYPTOP prescribes 481 

a very small peatland area fraction (0.001%) in each grid cell to simulate peatland C 482 

balance condition. Peatland can expand from this “seed” once water and carbon balance 483 

criteria are met. In ORCHIDEE-PEAT v2.0, no “seed” is needed because only the 484 

flooding persistency and summer water balance criteria need to be met for the first 485 

initiation of peatland (Fig. 1b), carbon balance is only checked after initiation (Fig.1c).   486 

3. Simulation setup and evaluation datasets 487 

3.1 Critical Model parameters 488 

The base decomposition rates of active, slow and passive peat soil carbon pools in the 489 
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model are 1.0 a−1, 0.027 a−1 and 0.0006 a−1 at reference temperature of 30 °C, 490 

respectively (Table 1, Sect. 5: Choice of model parameters). The e-folding depth of the 491 

depth modifier (𝑧0, Eq. 2) determines the general shape of increases of soil C turnover 492 

time with depth; the prescribed threshold to allow downward C transfer between soil 493 

layers (𝑓𝑡ℎ, Eq. 5) and the prescribed fraction of C to be transferred (𝑓, Eq. 4) determine 494 

movement and subsequent distribution of soil C along the soil profile. We compare 495 

simulated C vertical profiles with observed C profiles at 15 northern peatland sites 496 

(Table S1) (Loisel et al., 2014) using different combinations of parameters (𝑧0 =497 

(0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 ), 𝑓𝑡ℎ = (0.5, 0.7, 0.9 ) and 𝑓 = (0.1, 0.2, 0.3) ) and eventually 498 

selected 𝑧0 = 1.5 𝑚, 𝑓𝑡ℎ = 0.7 and 𝑓 = 0.1 based on visual examinations to match 499 

the observed C content. Model sensitivity to the selection will be discussed in Sect. 5.  500 

3.2 Simulation protocol 501 

We conduct both site-level and regional simulations with ORCHIDEE-PEAT v2.0 at 1° 502 

× 1° spatial resolution. Regional simulations are performed for the Northern 503 

Hemisphere (>30° N), while site-level simulations are performed for 60 grid cells 504 

containing at least one peat core (Table S1, Fig. S2). Peat cores used in site-level 505 

simulations are from the Holocene Perspective on Peatland Biogeochemistry database 506 

(HPPB) (Loisel et al., 2014). Both site-level and regional simulations are forced by the 507 

6-hourly meteorological forcing from the CRUNCEP v8 dataset, which is a 508 

combination of the CRU TS monthly climate dataset and NCEP reanalysis 509 

(https://vesg.ipsl.upmc.fr/thredds/catalog/store/p529viov/cruncep/V7_1901_2015/cata510 

log.html).  511 

All simulations start with a two-step spin-up followed by a transient simulation after 512 

the pre-industrial period (Fig. S3). The first spin-up (Spin-up1) includes N cycles of a 513 

peat carbon accumulation acceleration procedure consisting of 1) 30 years with the full 514 

ORCHIDEE-PEAT (FullO) run on 30 min time step followed by 2) a stand-alone soil 515 

carbon sub-model (SubC) run to simulates the soil carbon dynamics in a cost effectively 516 

way on monthly steps (fixed monthly litter input, soil water and soil thermal conditions 517 

from the preceding FullO simulation). Repeated 1961−1990 climate forcing is used in 518 

Spin-up1 to approximate the higher Holocene temperatures relative to the preindustrial 519 
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period (Marcott et al., 2013). The atmospheric CO2 concentration is fixed at the 520 

preindustrial level (286 ppm). Each time we run the SubC for 2000 years (2 ka) in the 521 

first N−1 sets of acceleration procedures while, the value of N and the time length of 522 

the last set of acceleration procedure (X) are defined according to the age of the peat 523 

core in site-level simulations, and are defined according to the reconstructed glacial 524 

retreat in regional simulations (Fig. S4, S5). The reconstructed glacial retreat used in 525 

this study are from Dyke (2004) for North America and are from Hughes et al. (2016) 526 

for Eurasia (Text S6).  527 

In the second spin-up step (Spin-up2), the full ORCHIDEE-PEAT model was run for 528 

100 years, forced by looped 1901−1920 climate forcing and preindustrial atmospheric 529 

CO2 concentration so that physical and carbon fluxes can approach to the preindustrial 530 

equilibrium. After the two spin-ups, a transient simulation is run, forced by historical 531 

climate forcing from CRUNCEP and rising atmospheric CO2 concentration. For site-532 

level simulations, the transient period starts from 1860 and ends at the year of coring 533 

(Table S1). For regional simulations, the transient period starts from 1860 and ends at 534 

2009.  535 

3.3 Evaluation datasets  536 

3.3.1 Evaluation datasets for site-level simulations 537 

All peatland sites used in this study are from the HPPB database (Loisel et al., 2014). 538 

All the peat cores measured peat ages and depths (60 sites, Table S1), hence are used to 539 

evaluate simulated peat depth, with sites being grouped into different peatland types, 540 

climate zones and ages. For peat cores where peat ages, depths, fraction of C and bulk 541 

density were recorded (15 sites marked in red in Table S1), we construct vertical C 542 

profiles with this measured information to compare with our simulated C profiles. 543 

3.3.2 Northern peatland evaluation datasets for regional simulations 544 

Area 545 

Simulated peatlands area in 2009 is evaluated against: 1. World Inventory of Soil 546 

Emission potentials (WISE) database (Batjes, 2016); 2. An improved global peatland 547 

map (PEATMAP) by reviewing a wide variety of global, regional and local scale 548 

peatland distribution information (Xu et al., 2018); 3. International Mire Conservation 549 
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Group Global Peatland Database (IMCG-GPD) (Joosten, 2010); 4. Peatland 550 

distribution map by Yu et al. (2010). 551 

Soil organic carbon stocks 552 

Simulated peatlands SOC is evaluated against: 1. The WISE database (Batjes, 2016); 2. 553 

The IMCG-GPD (Joosten, 2010).  554 

All the above-mentioned datasets used to evaluate ORCHIDEE-PEAT v2.0 at regional 555 

scale are described in the Supplement Text S7. 556 

Peat depth 557 

Gorham et al. (2007, 2012) and Kremenetski et al. (2003) collected depth and age of 558 

1685 and 130 peat cores, respectively, from literature data on peatlands in North 559 

America (NA) and in the West Siberian lowlands (WSL). These compilations make it 560 

possible for us to validate peat depths simulated by ORCHIDEE-PEAT v2.0 at regional 561 

scales, in addition to the detailed site-runs in Sect. 3.3.1. Compared to the HPPB 562 

database, these datasets lack detailed peat properties (i.e. C content, peatland type…), 563 

but contain more samples and cover larger areas. Note that as this study aims to 564 

reproduce development of northern peatlands since the Holocene, peat cores that are 565 

older than 12 ka are removed from the model evaluation. At last, 1521 out of 1685 566 

observed peat cores in NA, 127 out of 130 observed peat cores in WSL, are used in 567 

model evaluation (Sect. 4.2: Peat depth).   568 

4. Results 569 

4.1 Site simulation 570 

We first evaluate the performance of ORCHIDEE-PEAT v2.0 in reproducing peat 571 

depths and vertical C profiles at the 60 sites from HPPB (Table S1). Out of the 60 grid 572 

cells (each grid cell corresponding to one peat core), ORCHIDEE-PEAT v2.0 produces 573 

peatlands in 57 of them. The establishment of peatlands at Zoige, Altay and IN-BG-1 574 

(Table S1) is prevented in the model by the summer water balance criterion of these 575 

grid cells. Peat depths are underestimated for most sites (Fig. 2). Simulated depth of 576 

these 57 sites ranges from 0.37 m to 6.64 m and shows a median depth of 2.18 m, while 577 

measured peat depth ranges from 0.96 to 10.95 m, with the measured median depth 578 

being 3.10 m (Table 2). The root mean square error (RMSE) between observations and 579 
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simulations is 2.45 m. 580 

The measured and simulated median peat depths for the 14 fen sites are 3.78 m and 581 

2.16 m, compared to 3.30 m and 2.18 m, respectively for the 33 bog sites (Table 2). The 582 

model shows slightly higher accuracy for fens than for bogs, with RMSE for fens being 583 

2.08 m and 2.59 m for bogs. RMSE for peat depths of sites that are older than 8 ka are 584 

greater than that of younger sites, but are smaller than the measured mean depth (3.5 585 

m) of all peat cores. Simulated median depth of the 6 arctic sites are larger than 586 

observations, but that of the 47 boreal sites and the 4 temperate sites are smaller than 587 

observations (Table 2). The RMSE for temperate sites is larger than that for arctic or 588 

boreal sites. 589 

The simulated and observed vertical profiles of soil C for the 15 sites are shown in 590 

Fig. 3, simulated C concentrations are generally within the range of measurements at 591 

most of the sites, but are underestimated at Sidney bog, Usnsk Mire 1, Lake 785 and 592 

Lake 396. In the model, the buildup of peat is parameterized by downward movement 593 

of C between soil layers, with the empirical amount of C that each layer can hold being 594 

calculated from median observed bulk density and C fraction of peat core samples (Sect. 595 

2.1.2). High C concentration of cores that have significantly larger bulk density and / 596 

or C fraction than the median of the measurements thus cannot be reproduced. This is 597 

the case of Lake 785 and Lake 396 (Table S1), where C concentrations are 598 

underestimated and depths are overestimated (Fig. 2), while simulated total C content 599 

is close to observations (for Lake 785, measured and simulated C content is 86.14 600 

kgC m−2 and 96.13 kgC m−2, respectively, while values for Lake 396 are 57.2 and 601 

70.2 kgC m−2).  602 

As shown in Fig. 4, there is considerable variability in depth and C concentration 603 

profiles among peat cores within a grid cell, even though these cores have a similar age. 604 

We rerun the model at the 5 grid cells where more than one peat core has been sampled, 605 

with time length of the simulation being defined as the mean age of cores in the same 606 

one grid cell. The simulated peat depth and C concentration profiles at G2, G4, and G5 607 

are generally within the range of peat core measurements (Fig. 4). Observed C fraction 608 

at grid cell G1 and G3 are much greater than the median value of all peat core samples 609 
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(Sect. 2.1.2), thus simulated C concentration along the peat profile are smaller than 610 

observations, but peat depth are still overestimated by the model. As it is the case with 611 

Lake 785 and Lake 396. 612 

4.2 Regional simulation 613 

Northern peatlands area and C stock 614 

Simulated maximum inundated area of the Northern Hemisphere is 9.1 million km2, 615 

smaller than the wetland areas in CW-WTD (~13.2 million km2 after excluding lakes). 616 

TOPMODEL gives an area fraction at maximum soil water content while CW-WTD 617 

includes both areas seasonally to permanently flooded and areas that are persistently 618 

saturated or near-saturated (the maximum water table shallower than 20 cm) soil-619 

surface. Therefore, an exact match between CW-WTD and the model prediction is not 620 

expected. The model generally captures the spatial pattern of wetland areas represented 621 

by CW-WTD (Fig. 5). The multi-sensor satellite-based GIEMS dataset (Prigent et al., 622 

2007, 2012) which provides observed monthly inundation extent over the period of 623 

1993 − 2007 is used to evaluate simulated seasonality of inundation. Fig. 6 shows that 624 

the seasonality of inundation is generally well captured by the model, although 625 

simulated seasonal maximum of inundation extent occurs earlier than observations 626 

(except in WSL) and simulated duration of inundation is longer than observations. 627 

While our model predicts the natural extent of peatlands under suitable climate 628 

conditions, soil formation processes and soil erosion are not included in the model. We 629 

mask grid cells that are dominated by Leptosols, which are shallow or stony soils over 630 

hard rock, or highly calcareous material (Nachtergaele, 2010) (Fig. S6, Fig. S7). 631 

Peatlands have been extensively used for agriculture after drainage and / or partial 632 

extraction worldwide (Carlson et al., 2016; Joosten, 2010; Leifeld and Menichetti, 2018; 633 

Parish et al., 2008). Intensive cultivation practices might cause rapid loss of peat C and 634 

ensuing disappearance of peatland. Additionally, agricultural peatlands are often 635 

classified as cropland, not as organic soils (Joosten, 2010). Therefore, we masked 636 

agricultural peatland from the results by assuming that crops occupy peatland in 637 

proportion to the grid cell peatland area (Carlson et al., 2016). The distribution and area 638 

of cropland used here is from the MIRCA2000 data set (Portmann et al., 2010), which 639 
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provides monthly crop areas for 26 crop classes around the year 2000 and includes 640 

multicropping explicitly (Fig. S8). After masking Leptosols and agricultural peatlands 641 

from the simulated peatland areas and peatland C stocks, the simulated total northern 642 

peatlands area is 3.9 million km2 (fnoLEP-CR, Fig. 7d), holding 463 PgC (CnoLEP-CR, Fig. 643 

8b). These estimates fall well within estimated ranges of northern peatland area (3.4 – 644 

4 million km2 ) and carbon stock (270 – 540 PgC) (Gorham, 1991; Turunen et al., 2002; 645 

Yu et al., 2010). Simulated peatland area matches relatively well with PEATMAP data 646 

in Asian Russia but overestimates peat area in European Russia (Table 3). The simulated 647 

total peatlands area of Canada is in relatively good agreement with the three evaluation 648 

data sets, though the world’s second largest peatland complex at the Hudson Bay 649 

lowlands (HBL) is underestimated and a small part of the northwest Canada peatlands 650 

is missing. Packalen et al. (2014) stressed that initiation and development of HBL 651 

peatlands are driven by both climate and glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), with 652 

initiation and expansion of HBL peatlands tightly coupled with land emergence from 653 

the Tyrrell Sea, following the deglaciation of the Laurentide ice sheet and under suitable 654 

climatic conditions. The pattern of peatlands at southern HBL was believed to be driven 655 

by the differential rates of GIA rather than climate (Glaser et al., 2004a, 2004b). More 656 

specifically, Glaser et al. (2004a, 2004b) suggested that the faster isostatic uplift rates 657 

on the lower reaches of the drainage basin reduce regional slope, impede drainage and 658 

shift river channels. Our model, however, can’t simulate the tectonic and hydrogeologic 659 

controls on peatland development. In addition, the development of permafrost at depth 660 

as peat grows in thickness over time acts to expand peat volume and uplift peat when 661 

liquid water filled pores at the bottom of the peat become ice filled pores (Seppälä, 662 

2006). This process is not accounted for in the model and may explain why the HBL 663 

does not show up as a large flooded area today whereas peat developed in this region 664 

during the early development stages of the HBL complex. The simulated distribution 665 

of peatland area in Alaska agrees well with Yu et al. (2010) and WISE. There is a large 666 

overestimation of peatland area in southeastern US (Table 3, Fig. 7d). The simulated 667 

peat C stock in Russia (both the Asian and the European part), and in US are 668 

overestimated compared to IMCG-GPD and WISE, but that of Canada is 669 
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underestimated (Table 4, Fig. 8b).  670 

Peat depth 671 

Fig. 9 shows measured and simulated peat depth in NA and WSL. Some peat cores are 672 

sampled from the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, southwestern US and the northern tip 673 

of Quebec, where there is no peatland in peat inventories / the soil database. These sites 674 

support the notion that the formation and development of peatland are strongly 675 

dependent on local conditions, i.e. retreat of glaciers, topography, drainage, vegetation 676 

succession (Carrara et al., 1991; Madole, 1976). As a large-scale LSM, the model can’t 677 

capture every single peatland: 429 out of 596 grid cells that contain observed peat cores 678 

in NA are captured by the model, while the model simulates peatlands in 54 out of 60 679 

observed grid cells in WSL. Cores that are not captured by the model are removed from 680 

further analysis (319 out of 1521 peat cores in NA, 18 out of 127 peat cores in WSL, 681 

are removed).  682 

As shown in Fig. 4, within a grid cell, sampled peat cores can have very different 683 

depths and / or ages. We calculate the mean depth of cores in each of the grid cells and 684 

compare it against the simulated mean depth. The mean age of cores in each of the grid 685 

cells is used to determine which output of the model should be examined. For instance, 686 

the mean age of the four cores in grid cell (40.5 °N, 74.5 °W) is 2.5 ka, and accordingly, 687 

we pick out the simulated depth of this grid cell right after the first run of SubC (Fig. 688 

S3) to compare with the mean depth of these cores. We acknowledge that this is still a 689 

crude comparison since the simulation protocol implies that we can only make the 690 

comparison at 2000-year intervals. Nonetheless, it is a compromise between running 691 

the model for 1815 peat cores independently and comparing the mean depth of 692 

measured points with grid-based simulated depth. As shown in Fig. 10, for each age 693 

interval (of both the West Siberian lowlands and North America), the variation in 694 

simulated depth is smaller than that in the measurement. The two deepest simulated 695 

peat in WSL belong to the fourth age group (6 < Age ≤ 8 ka) and are the result of a 696 

shallow active layer; while C is moving downward to deeper and deeper layers, the 697 

decomposition is greatly limited by cold conditions at depth. At both WSL and NA, 698 

simulated median peat depths (2.07 – 2.36 m at WSL, 1.02 – 2.15 m at NA) are in 699 
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relatively good agreement with measurements (1.8 – 2.31 m at WSL, 0.8 – 2.46 m at 700 

NA) for cores younger than 8 ka (Fig. 10). For the two oldest groups (peat age > 8 ka), 701 

the simulated median depths are about 0.70 m shallower than measurements at NA and 702 

about 1.04 m shallower at WSL. 703 

Undisturbed northern peatland carbon balance in the past century  704 

Simulated mean annual (averaged over 1901 – 2009) net ecosystem production (NEP) 705 

of northern peatlands varies from – 63 gC m−2 a−1 to 46 gC m−2 a−1 (Fig. 11). The West 706 

Siberian lowlands, the Hudson Bay lowlands, Alaska, and the China-Russia border are 707 

significant hotspots of peatland C uptake. Simulated mean annual NEP of all northern 708 

peatlands over 1901 – 2009 is 0.1 PgC a−1, consistent with the previous estimate of 709 

0.076 PgC a−1 by Gorham (1991) and the estimate of 0.07 PgC a−1 by Clymo et al. 710 

(1998). From 1901 to 2009, both simulated net primary production (NPP) and simulated 711 

heterotrophic respiration (HR) show an increasing trend, but NPP rises faster than HR 712 

during the second half of the century (Fig. 12a). The increase of NPP is caused by 713 

atmospheric CO2 concentration and increasing of air temperature (Fig. 12, Fig. S9). As 714 

air (soil) temperature increases, HR also increases but lags behind NPP (Fig. 12, Fig. 715 

S9). Simulated annual NEP ranges from –0.03 PgC a−1 to 0.23 PgC a−1, with a 716 

significant positive trend over the second half of the century (Fig. 12b). NEP shows a 717 

significant positive relationship with air (soil) temperature and with atmospheric CO2 718 

concentration (Fig. S9). CH4 and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) are not yet included 719 

in the model, both of them are significant losses of C from peatland (Roulet et al., 2007). 720 

5. Discussion 721 

Peat depth 722 

We found a general underestimation of peat depth (Fig. 2, Fig. 10), possibly due to the 723 

following reasons. Firstly, there is a lack of specific local climatic and topographic 724 

conditions: The surfaces of peatlands are mosaics of microforms, with accumulation of 725 

peat occurring at each individual microsites of hummocks, lawns and hollows. 726 

Differences in vegetation communities, thickness of the unsaturated zone, local peat 727 

hydraulic conductivity and transmissivity between microforms result in considerable 728 

variation in peat formation rate and total C mass (Belyea and Clymo, 2001; Belyea and 729 
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Malmer, 2004; Borren et al., 2004; Packalen et al., 2016). Cresto Aleina et al. (2015) 730 

found that the inclusion of microtopography in the Hummock-Hollow model delayed 731 

the simulated runoff and maintained wetter peat soil for a longer time at a peatland of 732 

Northwest Russia, thus contributed to enhanced anoxic conditions. Secondly, site-733 

specific parameters are not included in gridded simulations: Parameters describing peat 734 

soil properties, i.e., soil bulk density and soil carbon fraction, determine the amount of 735 

C that can be stored across the vertical soil profile. Hydrological parameters, i.e., the 736 

hydraulic conductivity and diffusivity, and the saturated and residual water content, 737 

regulate vertical fluxes of water in the peatland soil and expansion/contraction of the 738 

peatland area, and hence influence the decomposition and accumulation of C at the sites 739 

considered. Plant trait parameters, i.e. the maximal rate of carboxylation (Vcmax), the 740 

light saturation rate of electron transport (Jmax) determine the carbon budgets of the sites 741 

(Qiu et al., 2018). The depth modifier, which parameterizes depth dependence of 742 

decomposition, controls C decomposition at depth and is an important control on 743 

simulated total C and the vertical C profile. A third reason is sample selection bias: 744 

Ecologists and geochemists tend to take samples from the deepest part of a peatland 745 

complex to obtain the longest possible records (Gorham, 1991; Kuhry and Turunen, 746 

2006). In contrast, the model is designed to model an average age and C stock of 747 

peatlands in a grid location and thus preferably, the simulated C concentrations of a grid 748 

cell should only be validated against grids represented by a number of observed cores. 749 

We do try to compare the model output with multiple peat cores (Fig. 4, Fig. 10), but 750 

we need to note that shallow peats are not sufficiently represented in field 751 

measurements. A fourth source of error is that simulated initiation time of peat 752 

development at some sites are too late compared to ages of measured cores: The model 753 

multiple spin-up strategy accounts for coarse-scale ice-sheet distribution at discrete 754 

Holocene intervals (Sect. 3.2, Fig. S3), and if the modelled occurrence of peatland is 755 

too late, the accumulated soil C may be underestimated. For example, at the Patuanak 756 

site, where the core age is 9017 a, the model was run with 4 times’ SubC (Table S1). 757 

However, there was no peatland before the first SubC, meaning that simulated peatland 758 

at this grid cell was 2000 years younger than the observation and that our simulation 759 
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missed C accumulation during the first 2000 years at this site. This may be another 760 

source of bias associated with the model resolution, namely that local site conditions 761 

fulfilled the initiation of peatland at specific locations, but the average topographic and 762 

climatic conditions of the coarse model grid cell were not suitable for peatland initiation. 763 

Also, one has to keep in mind that a single / a few sample (s) from a large peat complex 764 

may not be enough to capture the lateral spread of peat area, which may be an important 765 

control on accumulation of C (Charmen, 1992; Gallego-Sala et al., 2016; Parish et al., 766 

2008). The underestimation of peat depth can also come from biased climate input data: 767 

Spin-ups of the model are forced with repeated 1961−1990 climate, assuming that 768 

Holocene climate is equal to recent climate. While peatland carbon sequestration rates 769 

are sensitive to climatic fluctuations, centennial to millennial scale climate variability, 770 

i.e. cooling during the Younger Dryas period and the Little Ice Age period, warming 771 

during the Bølling-Allerød period are not included in the climate forcing data (Yu et al., 772 

2003a, 2003b). An early Holocene carbon accumulation peak was found during the 773 

Holocene Thermal Maximum when the climate was warmer than present (Loisel et al., 774 

2014; Yu et al., 2009). Finally, effects of landscape morphology on drainage as well as 775 

drainage of glacial lakes are not incorporated and can represent a source of uncertainty.   776 

Vertical profiles of peatland soil organic carbon 777 

We note that caution is needed in interpreting the comparison between simulated peat 778 

C profile and measured C profile from peat cores (Fig. 3, Fig. 4). In reality, peat grow 779 

both vertically and laterally since inception, with the peat deposit tend to be deeper and 780 

its basal age tend to be older at the original nucleation sites / center of the peatland 781 

complex (Bauer et al., 2003; Mathijssen et al., 2017). As mentioned earlier, field 782 

measurements tend to take samples from the deeper part of a peatland complex and 783 

shallow peat are underrepresented. The model, however, only simulates peat growth in 784 

the vertical dimension and lacks an explicit representation of the lateral development 785 

of a peatland in grid-based simulations, thus simulated peat C (per unit peatland area) 786 

is diluted when the simulated peatland area fraction in the grid cell increases. In addition, 787 

we can’t compare simulated peat C profile against observed profile from dated peat 788 

cores because the model doesn’t track age bins explicitly. 789 

删除了: In addition, while a dated peat core tells us net burial 790 

of peat C during time intervals, the model can’t provide a peat 791 

age-depth profile because it simulates peat C accumulation 792 

based on decomposition of soil C pools, rather than tracking 793 

peat C as cohorts over depth/time (Heinemeyer et al., 2010).¶794 
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The above-noted discrepancies between the simulation and the observation highlight 795 

both the need for more peat core data collected with more rigorous sampling 796 

methodologies and the need to improve the model. In parallel with this study, 14C 797 

dynamics in the soil has been incorporated into the ORCHIDEE-SOM model (Tifafi et 798 

al., 2018), which may give us an opportunity to compare simulated 14C age-depth 799 

profiles with dated peat C profiles in the future after being merged with our model.  800 

Simulated peatland area development 801 

The initiation and development of peatlands in NA followed the retreat of the ice 802 

sheets, as a result of the continuing emergence of new land with the potential to become 803 

suitable for peatland formation (Gorham et al., 2007; Halsey et al., 2000). To take 804 

glacial extent into account for simulating the Holocene development of peatlands, we 805 

use ice sheet reconstructions in NA and Eurasia (Fig. S4, S5). Not surprisingly, when 806 

ice cover is considered, the area of peatlands that developed before 8 ka is significantly 807 

decreased, while the area that developed after 6 ka is increased (Fig. 13). We use 808 

observed frequency distribution of peat basal age from MacDonald et al. (2006) as a 809 

proxy of peatland area change over time, following the assumption proposed by Yu 810 

(2011) that peatland area increases linearly with the rate of peat initiation. We grouped 811 

the data of MacDonald et al. (2006) into 2000-years bins to compare with simulated 812 

peatlands area dynamics (Fig. 13). The inclusion of dynamic ice sheet coverage 813 

triggering peat inception clearly improved the model performance in replicating 814 

peatland area development during the Holocene, though the peatland area before 8 ka 815 

is still overestimated by the model in comparison with the observed frequency 816 

distribution of basal ages (Fig. 13). In spite of the difference in peatlands area expansion 817 

dynamics between the simulation that considered dynamic ice sheets and the one that 818 

did not, the model estimates of present-day total peatland area and carbon stock are 819 

generally similar (Fig. S10). Without dynamic ice sheet, the model would predict only 820 

0.1 million km2 more peatland area and 24 Pg more peat C over the Northern 821 

Hemisphere (>30 °N). We are aware of two studies that attempted to account for the 822 

presence of ice sheets during the Holocene (Kleinen et al., 2012) and the last Glacial 823 

Maximum (Spahni et al., 2013) while simulating peatland C dynamics. Kleinen et al. 824 
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(2012) modelled C accumulation over the past 8000 years in the peatland areas north 825 

of 40 °N using the coupled climate carbon cycle model CLIMBER2-LPJ. A decrease 826 

of 10 PgC was found when ice sheet extent at 8 ka BP (from the ICE-5G model) was 827 

accounted for. Another peatland modelling study conducted by Spahni et al. (2013) with 828 

LPX also prescribed ice sheets and land area from the ICE-5G ice-sheet reconstruction 829 

(Peltier, 2004), but influences of ice sheet margin fluctuations on simulated peatland 830 

area and C accumulation were not explicitly assessed in their study.  831 

The peatland carbon density criterion for peatland expansion (𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚) is an important 832 

factor impacting the simulated Holocene trajectory of peatlands development. Without 833 

the limitation of 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚, a larger expansion of northern peatlands would occur before 10 834 

ka (Fig. S11). Such a premature, ‘explosive’ increase of peatland area would result into 835 

the overestimation of C accumulated in the early Holocene in the model. In the 836 

meantime, peatland area in regions that only have small C input, i.e. Baffin Island, and 837 

northeast Russia, would be overestimated (Fig. S12).  838 

Choice of model parameters 839 

For the active, slow and passive peat soil carbon pool, the base decomposition rates 840 

are 1.0 a−1, 0.027 a−1 and 0.0006 a−1 at reference temperature of 30 °C, respectively, 841 

meaning that the residence times at 10 °C (no moisture and depth limitation) of these 842 

three pools are 4 years, 148 years and 6470 years. In equilibrium / near- equilibrium 843 

state, simulated C in the active pool takes up only a small fraction of the total peat C, 844 

while generally 40% − 80% of simulated peat C are in the slow C pool and about 20% 845 

− 60% are in the passive C pool. Assuming that in a peatland, the active, slow and 846 

passive pool account for 3%, 60%, and 37% (median values from the model output of 847 

the year 2009) of the total peat C, we can get a mean peat C residence time of 2500 848 

years. If depth modifier is considered, the C residence time will vary from 2500 years 849 

at the soil surface to 13200 years at the 2.5 m depth. For the record, in previous 850 

published large-scale diplotelmic peatland models, at 10 °C, C residence time for the 851 

acrotelm (depth = 0.3 m) ranged from 10 to 33 years and ranged from 1000 to 30000 852 

years for the catotelm (Kleinen et al., 2012; Spahni et al., 2013; Wania et al., 2009b). 853 

We performed sensitivity tests to show the sensitivity of the modelled peat C to model 854 
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parameters at the 15 northern peatland sites where observed vertical C profiles can be 855 

constructed (Table S1). Tested parameters are the e-folding decreasing depth of the 856 

depth modifier (𝑧0, Eq. 2), the prescribed thresholds to start C transfer between soil 857 

layers (𝑓𝑡ℎ, Eq. 5) and the prescribed fraction of C transferred vertically (𝑓, Eq. 4). We 858 

found that changing 𝑓𝑡ℎ  or 𝑓 leads to only small effects on the vertical soil C profile 859 

(see e.g. Burnt Village peat site in Fig. S13). The parameter 𝑧0, by contrast, exerts a 860 

relatively strong control over C profiles. It is noteworthy that while our model resolves 861 

water diffusion between soil layers according to the Fokker–Planck equation (Qiu et al., 862 

2018), simulated soil moisture does not necessarily increase with depth (Fig. S14). 𝑧0 863 

is therefore an important parameter to constrain peat decomposition rates at depth. With 864 

smaller 𝑧0, decomposition of C decreases rapidly with depth, resulting in deeper C 865 

profile (Fig. S14). Regional scale tests verified these behaviors of the model: When 866 

𝑓𝑡ℎ = 0.9 is used (instead of 𝑓𝑡ℎ = 0.7), changes in peatland area and peat C stock are 867 

negligible (Fig. S15). Without 𝑧0, simulated northern peatlands area will not change 868 

(3.9 million km2), but northern peatlands C stock will be underestimated (only 300PgC). 869 

If 𝑧0 = 0.5 m is applied (instead of 𝑧0 = 1.5 m), the simulated total peat C would 870 

triple while the total peatland area would only increase by 0.2 million km2 (Fig. S16).  871 

Uncertainties in peatland area and soil C estimations 872 

There are large uncertainties in estimates of peatland distribution and C storage. 873 

Some studies prescribe peatlands from wetlands. However, in spite of the fact that there 874 

are extensive disagreements between wetland maps, it is a challenge to distinguish 875 

peatlands from non-peat forming wetlands (Gumbricht et al., 2017; Kleinen et al., 2012; 876 

Melton et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2018). Estimates based on peatland inventories are 877 

impeded by poor availability of data, non-uniform definitions of peatlands among 878 

regions and coarse resolutions (Joosten, 2010; Yu et al., 2010). In addition, as peatlands 879 

are normally defined as waterlogged ecosystems with a minimum peat depth of 30 cm 880 

or 40 cm, shallow peats are underrepresented. Another approach to estimate peatland 881 

area and peat C is to use a soil organic matter map to outline organic-rich areas, such 882 

as histosols and histels (Köchy et al., 2015; Spahni et al., 2013). This approach 883 

overlooks local hydrological conditions and vegetation composition (Wu et al., 2017). 884 
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Our model estimates of peatland area and C stock generally fall well within the range 885 

of published estimates, except in southeastern US, where there is only 0.05 – 0.10 886 

million km2 of peatland in observations but 0.37 million km2 in the model prediction 887 

(Fig. 7d, Table 3). From early 1600’s to 2009, ~ 50% of the original wetlands in the 888 

lower 48 states of US have been lost to agricultural, urban development and other 889 

development (Dahl, 2011; Tiner Jr, 1984). Although wetlands are not necessarily 890 

peatlands, the reported losses of wetlands in US indicating that a potentially large area 891 

of peatlands in US may have been lost to land use change. However, historical losses 892 

of peatlands due to land use change and the impact of agricultural drainage of peatlands 893 

haven’t been taken into account by our model. Another factor that might have 894 

contributed to the overestimation is a limitation of TOPMODEL, namely that the 895 

‘floodability’ of a pixel in the model is determined by its compound topographic index 896 

(CTI) value regardless of the pixel’s location along the stream, and thus the floodability 897 

of an upstream pixel with a large CTI might be affected by downstream pixels that have 898 

small CTI. The model’s inability to resolve small-scale streamflows might be another 899 

cause of the overestimation.  900 

 The simulated mean annual NPP, HR and NEP of northern peatlands increase from 901 

about 1950 onwards. We find positive relationships between NPP and temperature, NPP 902 

and atmospheric CO2 concentration, as well as HR and temperature over the past 903 

century (Fig. S9). From a future perspective, it is unclear whether the increasing trend 904 

of NEP can be maintained. While photosynthetic sensitivity to CO2 decreases with 905 

increasing atmospheric CO2 concentration and photosynthesis may finally reach a 906 

saturation point in the future, decomposition is not limited by CO2 concentration and 907 

may continue to increase with increasing temperature (Kirschbaum, 1994; Wania et al., 908 

2009b).  909 

Our model applies a multi-layer approach to simulate process-based vertical water 910 

fluxes and dynamic C profiles of northern peatlands, highlights the vertical 911 

heterogeneities in the peat profile in comparison to previous diplotelmic models 912 

(Kleinen et al., 2012; Spahni et al., 2013; Stocker et al., 2014; Wania et al., 2009b). 913 

While simulating peatland dynamics, large-scale models used a static peatland 914 
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distribution map obtained from peat inventories / soil classification map (Largeron et 915 

al., 2018; Wania et al., 2009b, 2009a), or prescribed the trajectory of peatland area 916 

development over time (Spahni et al., 2013), or used wetland area dynamics as a proxy 917 

(Kleinen et al., 2012). We adapt the scheme of DYPTOP to simulate spatial and 918 

temporal dynamics of northern peatland area by combing simulated inundation and a 919 

set of peatland expansion criteria (Stocker et al., 2014).  920 

As a large-scale LSM which is designed for large-scale gridded applications, 921 

ORCHIDEE-PEAT v2.0 cannot explicitly model the lateral development of a peatland. 922 

The model therefore aims to simulate large-scale average peat depth and C profile rather 923 

than capturing local peat inception time and age-depth profiles at the location of specific 924 

peat cores. Tracers like 14C are not included in the model, making some site to site 925 

evaluation in particular regarding peat inception time and age-depth profiles of peat 926 

cores difficult. For tropical peatlands, the model needs to be improved to represent its 927 

tree dominance, oxidation of deeper peat due to pneumatophore (breather roots) of 928 

tropical trees, and the greater water table fluctuations as a result of the higher hydraulic 929 

conductivity of wood peats and tropical climates (Lawson et al., 2014). In addition, 930 

tropical peat is formed as riparian seasonally flooded wetlands with water coming from 931 

upstream river networks, whereas the TOPMODEL equations used here implicitly 932 

assume a peatland is formed in a grid cell only from rainfall water falling into that grid-933 

cell. Further work to improve this simulation framework is needed in areas such as an 934 

accurate representation of the Holocene climate, higher spatial resolution, distinguish 935 

bogs from fens to better parameterize water inflows into peatland. Including CH4 936 

emissions and leaching of DOC will be helpful to get a more complete picture of 937 

peatland C budget.  938 

6. Conclusions 939 

Multi-layer schemes have been proven to be superior to simple box configurations in 940 

ESMs at realistic modeling of energy, water and carbon fluxes over multilayer 941 

ecosystems (De Rosnay et al., 2000; Jenkinson & K. Coleman, 2008; Best et al., 2011; 942 

Wu et al., 2016). We apply multi-layer approaches to model vertical profiles of water 943 

fluxes and vertical C profiles of northern peatlands. Besides representations of peatland 944 

删除了: The model therefore aims to simulate average peat 945 

depth and C profile in a grid location rather than capturing 946 

peat inception time and age-depth profiles of peat cores. 947 
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hydrology, peat C decomposition and accumulation, a dynamic model of peatland 948 

extent is also included. The model shows good performance at simulating average peat 949 

depth and vertical C profile in grid-based simulations. Modern total northern peatlands 950 

area and C stock is simulated as 3.9 million km2 and 463 PgC (Leptosols and 951 

agricultural peatlands have been marsked), respectively. While this study investigated 952 

the capability of ORCHIDEE-PEAT v2.0 to hindcast the past, in ongoing work, the 953 

model is being used to explore how peatlands area and C cycling may change under 954 

future climate scenarios.  955 
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Table 1. Parameters in peatland modules of ORCHIDEE-PEAT v2.0.  1381 
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Table 2. Measured and simulated minimum, maximum and median depth (m) of peat 1393 

cores, grouped by peatland types, ages, and climatic regions. The root mean square 1394 

errors between observations and simulations are also listed.  1395 

 1396 

  Measured Simulated   

  Minimum Maximum Median Minimum Maximum Median RMSE 

Fens 1.10 7.25 3.78 0.75 4.30 2.16 2.08 

Bogs 0.96 10.95 3.30 0.75 5.49 2.18 2.59 

Others 1.00 3.95 1.94 0.37 6.64 2.38 2.46 

12 ka ≤ Age 2.45 8.61 3.52 0.37 3.21 2.64 2.78 

10 ≤ Age < 12 ka 1.28 7.24 3.60 1.50 5.40 3.20 2.72 

8 ≤ Age < 10 ka 1.89 10.95 3.25 0.75 6.64 2.16 3.33 

6 ≤ Age < 8 ka 0.96 4.82 3.00 0.75 5.49 2.15 1.54 

4 ≤ Age < 6 ka 1.00 5.75 2.44 0.75 2.18 1.54 1.73 

Arctic 1.00 5.10 1.80 0.97 5.48 3.39 2.25 

Boreal 0.96 10.95 3.22 0.37 6.64 2.15 2.35 

Temperate 3.09 7.24 6.17 1.50 3.20 2.18 3.98 

All 0.96 10.95 3.10 0.37 6.64 2.18 2.45 
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 1402 
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 1404 

 1405 

 1406 

Table 3. Observed (estimates from peatland inventories and soil database) and 1407 

simulated northern peatland area, countries are sorted in descending order according to 1408 

the estimate of IMCG-GPD.  1409 

 1410 

country/area Peatland area (103 km2) 

  
IMCG-GPD WISE PEATMAP 

Simulated 

  fnoLEP-CR 

>30°N >3000 2823  3250  3896 

Russia-Asian part 1176  852  1217  1336 

Canada 1134  1031  1095  1009 

Russia-European part 199  285  207  392 

USA(Alaska) 132  167  72  168 

USA(lower 48) 92  49  98  365 

Finland 79  89  69  42 

Sweden 66  65  58  35 

Norway 30  19  14  29 

Mongolia 26  13  13  6 

Belarus 22  29  22  11 

United Kingdom 17  21  17  42 

Germany 17  14  13  33 

Poland 12  18  16  8 

Ireland 11  9  14  17 
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 1419 

Table 4. Observed and simulated northern peatland C, countries are sorted 1420 

in descending order according to the estimate of IMCG-GPD. 1421 

 1422 

country/area Peat carbon stock (Pg C) 

  
IMCG-GPD WISE 

Simulated 

  fnoLEP-CR 

>30°N   421  463 

Canada 155  155  87 

Russia-Asian part 118  114  174 

Russia-European part 20  38  49 

USA(Alaska) 16  28  32 

USA(lower 48) 14  10  45 

Finland 5  15  5 

Sweden 5  10  4 

Norway 2  3  3 

Germany 2  3  5 

United Kingdom 2  4  7 

Belarus 1  4  1 

Ireland 1  2  4 
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 1424 

Fig. 1. Information flow of dynamic peatland area module in ORCHIDEE-PEAT v2.0. Num is a gridcell-specific parameter, SWB and Clim are 1425 

globally uniform parameters (Sect. 2.2)  1426 
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 1427 

 1428 

 1429 

 1430 

 1431 
 1432 

Fig. 2. Measured and simulated peat depth at 60 peatlands sites (Table S1). Shapes of 1433 

markers indicate peatland types (bogs, fens, others), colors of markers imply climatic 1434 

zones (temperate, boreal, arctic) of sites’ location.  1435 
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 1436 

 1437 

 1438 

 1439 

 1440 

 1441 

Fig. 3. Observed (black) and simulated (red) vertical profiles of soil C, at the 15 sites 1442 

where peat age, depth, bulk density and carbon fraction have been measured (Table S1). 1443 

The black circles indicate depths of measurements, the red circles indicate the depth of 1444 

each soil layer in the model.  1445 
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 1452 
 1453 

Fig. 4. Observed (colored, with each colored line represent one peat core) and simulated 1454 

(black) vertical C profiles of five grid cells where there is more than one core. The 1455 

numbers in the figure indicate ages of sampled peat cores (colored) and time length of 1456 

the simulation (black, is the mean age of all cores in the same grid cell). 1457 
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 1466 

 1467 

Fig. 5. Wetland area fraction from CW-WTD (upper panel), simulated maximum 1468 

inundation areas (lower panel) 1469 
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 1472 

 1473 

 1474 

 1475 

Fig. 6. Simulated and observed (GIEMS, (Prigent et al., 2007, 2012)) mean seasonality 1476 

(averaged over 1993–2007) of total inundated area. Note that the simulated and 1477 

observed total inundated area of each month is divided by the simulated and observed 1478 

maximum monthly value, respectively, to highlight seasonality of inundation rather 1479 

than comparing absolute values of inundated area.  1480 
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 1483 

 1484 

Fig. 7. Observed and simulated peatland area fraction. (a) Peatland fractions obtained 1485 

from qualitative map of Yu et al. (2010). The original qualitative map only delineates 1486 

areas with peatland coverage greater than 5%, the quantitively data here is derived by 1487 

aggregating the interpolated 0.05° × 0.05° grid cells into 1° ×1° fractions, thus it’s not 1488 

directly comparable to the fractional peatland area of other datasets and the model 1489 

output. We illustrate it with a distinct color key, (b) peatland area fraction derived from 1490 

the PEATMAP, (c) histosol fractions from the WISE soil database, (d) simulated 1491 

peatland area fraction (fnoLEP-CR), with pattern and timing of deglaciation has been 1492 

considered. Areas dominated by Leptosols has been masked and areas occupied by 1493 

crops has been excluded, under the assumption that cropland occupied peatland in 1494 

proportion to grid cell peat fraction.  1495 
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 1500 

 1501 

 1502 

 1503 

 1504 

Fig. 8. Observed and simulated peatland soil carbon density. (a) Peatland (Histosols) 1505 

soil carbon density from the WISE soil database, (b) simulated peatland soil carbon 1506 

density (CnoLEP-CR), with pattern and timing of deglaciation has been considered. Areas 1507 

dominated by Leptosols has been masked and areas occupied by crops has been 1508 

excluded, under the assumption that cropland occupied peatland in proportion to grid 1509 

cell peat fraction. 1510 
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 1515 

 1516 

Fig. 9. Measured (color filled circles, with colors indicating measured values) and simulated (background maps) peat depth in North America (left) 1517 

and in the West Siberian lowlands (right). Measured peat cores from North America are from Gorham et al. (2012), while that from the West 1518 

Siberian lowlands are from Kremenetski et al. (2003). 1519 
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 1524 

Fig. 10. (a, b) Measured (M) and simulated (S) mean peat depth at the West Siberian 1525 

lowlands (a) and North America (b), grouped according to the mean age of peat cores. 1526 

Measured peat cores are from Gorham et al. (2012) and Kremenetski et al. (2003). 1527 

The horizontal box lines: the upper line - the 75th percentile, the central line - the 1528 

median (50th percentile), the lower line - the 25th percentile. The dashed lines 1529 

represent 1.5 times the IQR. The circles are outliers. Number of included grid cells in 1530 

each age group is indicated by N. (c, d) The scatter plot of measured and simulated 1531 

peat depth for the West Siberian lowlands (c) and North America (d). For a grid cell 1532 

that has multiple measured peat cores, the median depth of all measurements is 1533 

plotted against the simulated depth in the scatter plot. 1534 
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 1540 
 1541 

Fig. 11. Simulated annual net ecosystem production (NEP), averaged over 1901 – 2009. 1542 

Obtained by multiplying peatland NEP (gC m−2 peatland a−1) with peatland fraction for 1543 

each grid cell. 1544 
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 1553 

Fig. 12. (a) Simulated annual net primary production (NPP), heterotrophic respiration 1554 

(HR) of northern peatlands, (b) simulated net ecosystem production (NEP) of northern 1555 

peatlands, (c) mean air temperature (T) of grid cells that have peatland, (d) atmospheric 1556 

CO2 concentration.  1557 
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 1565 

 1566 

Fig. 13. (Grey bars) Percentage of observed peatland initiation in 2000-year bins. Peat 1567 

basal dates of 1516 cores are from MacDonald et al. (2006), peat basal age frequency 1568 

of each 2000-year bin is divided by the total peat basal age frequency. (White bars) 1569 

Percentage of simulated peatlands area developed in each 2000-year bin, deglaciation 1570 

of ice-sheets is not considered (the model was run with 6 times SubC, 2000 years each 1571 

time). The peatlands area developed in each bin is divided by the simulated modern (the 1572 

year 2009) peatlands area. (Black bars) Percentage of simulated peatlands area 1573 

developed in each 2000-years bin, pattern and timing of deglaciation are read from 1574 

maps in Fig. S5 and Fig. S6. 1575 
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